
HOW TO WRITE A POP SONG IN GARAGEBAND

How to Re-Create the Sound of a Pop Song in GarageBand was sequencing a fretless bass sample from a keyboard
controller; you have to put your head into.

Step two: duplicate your loops a bunch of times I copied my set of loops fifteen times, so the whole tune is
bars long. If the groove is happening, people will happily listen to it for three or four minutes with minimal
variation. Choruses three and four are everything. So there you have it. The world expects your song to sound
finished. Different subsets of your loop collection will form your various sections: intro, verses, choruses,
breakdown, outtro, and so on. Your sense of what makes a song good will probably differ from mine, whereas
most of us can agree on what makes a song adequate. This is pop music, it should be gratifying on the first
listen. You can also generate your loops by recording instruments and singing, or by sequencing MIDI, or by
sampling existing songs. Think of this set of loops as the highest-energy part of your song, the last chorus or
what have you. Share this:. I decided to rebuild the structure from scratch. Chorus two is twice the length of
chorus one, with the keyboard chords out for the first half. The entrance of the strings is chorus one. Next,
there are three more choruses, the first minus the keyboard chords again, the next two with everything my
original loop collection. The entrance of the bass is verse one. The breakdown section is eight bars of drums
and bass, then eight more bars adding in the strings and percussion. I customized the synth part so that instead
of playing the same chord four times, it makes a little progression that fits the bassline: I â€” I â€” bVI â€”
bVII. I customized the synth part so that instead of playing the same chord four times, it makes a little
progression that fits the bassline: I â€” I â€” bVI â€” bVII. This is because in , songwriting and production are
the same creative act. First, some points of clarification: This post only talks about the instrumental portion of
the song, known as the track. This is not a guide to writing a great pop song. Writing How to write a pop song
My students are currently hard at work writing pop songs, many of them for the first time. Verse two is a
dramatic drop in energy, just the conga and strings, joined halfway through by the drums. The entrance of the
strings is chorus one. Different subsets of your loop collection will form your various sections: intro, verses,
choruses, breakdown, outtro, and so on. I certainly do. You can always copy and paste more track if you need
to. Let your grooves breathe. This worked hugely better. Building your structure will likely require a lot of
trial and error. All of these loops are audio samples, except for the synth chord part, which is a MIDI
sequence. Verse two is a dramatic drop in energy, just the conga and strings, joined halfway through by the
drums. Even experienced songwriters find structure difficult. How to write a pop song Posted on by Ethan My
students are currently hard at work writing pop songs, many of them for the first time. Verse three is
everything but the synth chords. For inspiration, I recommend analyzing the structure of songs you like, and
imitating them. I then cut both the string and guitar parts in half, so the front half of the string loop calls, and
the back half of the guitar loop answers. The outtro is a staggered series of exits, rhythm section first, until the
guitar and strings are left alone.


